
Typical Day at Tufts

1. Tufts Building

2. High Number

3. College Food

4. Favorite Class

5. Eighties Band

6. Body Part

7. Animal

8. Person In The Room

9. Tufts Dorm

10. Adverb

11. Verb Beginning With B

12. Adjective
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Typical Day at Tufts

What a rough night! I woke up on the roof of Tufts Building , so it must have been quite a party. I checked

my watch and saw it was still so early - 11AM! I went back to sleep for High Number more minutes.

Afterwards, I got up and headed to Dewick for a quick bowl of butternut College Food bisque before class.

Always delicious and fortifying. On the way out, I grabbed an issue of the Tufts Daily - I needed the crossword

for Dr. Robertson's class. After all, I'm only taking Favorite Class for Social Choice to fill the World

Civilizations requirement.

Halfway through class I remembered: Tonight is the night of the big Bubs concert! I couldn't wait to hear them

do that classic Eighties Band song, " Body Part of the Animal ." Everyone loves the solos,

but I have a huge crush on the beatboxer, Person in the Room . His mouth percussion is mesmerizing.

After class I was on the way back to my room in Tufts Dorm , but I realized I lost my keys! I retraced my

steps Adverb all over campus, and finally found them in the couch cushions at Brown &

Verb Beginning with B . I should have known I'd find them there - I practically live on their coffee!

After all this activity, it was time for a nap (after all, I sat through 1 class and found my keys). College is

Adjective , am I right?
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